
SIMSA Meeting 

Tuesday, May 29th, 2018 

5:30pm, SIM Common Room 

1. Roll Call 

Everyone is present except for Colleen Savage, our Digital Publications Officer. 

2. Approval of Agenda: Yes 

3. Financial Updates 

 Brian presented the financial updates for SIMSA. 

 He brought up that SIMSA may want to find alternate funding sources for the upcoming 

year due to issues with securing funds from DAGS in the previous one. A professional 

development-funding grant through DAGS was suggested. Brian intends to explore this option, 

and other possibilities, further and present them at the next meeting.  

 Kim Mortimer, from the previous SIMSA council, wished to have archival formatting 

done for SIMSA’s transactions. Brian has no preference to whether we do this or not, but he 

does have access to computer files consisting of these previous transactions. 

4. Non-Academic Updates 

 Amy presented the non-academic updates for SIMSA. 

 Earlier that day, attended Convocation for the graduating SIM students and had been 

responsible for decorating   before the Graduation Brunch. Next year, she suggests that 

catering be done with actual lunch items (they had fruit and pastries). Amy paid for the 

decorations out of her own pocket, so she is hoping to get reimbursed by SIMSA’s finances. 

Overall, the event went well! 

 The next big event that Amy will be working on is orientation and she will require extra 

help for this. Courtney suggested forming a small committee to help with handling this, as well 

as recruiting volunteers through the MLIS Facebook group. SIMSA discussed the different things 

we wanted to do for orientation, including tours, social events, and welcome lunches. Amy 

suggested doing two social events, one for the first years and one for everyone. SIMSA also 

discussed the association displays and how we could make them better this year. Everyone 

agreed that the lightning talks about each group were not efficient, but having displays and 

sign-up lists were. As of this meeting, we are unclear of how many incoming students there will 

be. 

 Amy also discussed email buddies. She has not been given a list yet of incoming students 

because Sandra has not finalized a list. Amy will start recruiting from the second years so she 

can match them up with an incoming student. 

 The final item Amy had to discuss was the common room, which is the responsibility of 

SIMSA to keep clean and decorate during the year. The biggest topic was new covers for the 

couches and figuring out ways to jazz-up the room for the new students. Courtney suggested a 



fundraiser for raising funds for the couch cover. Cassandra has generously made two pillows for 

the room and is working on a blanket. 

5. Academic Updates  

 Jen presented the academic updates for SIMSA. 

 She first let us know that she was able to meet up with her predecessor, Adrienne, to 

discuss transitioning into her position, and was provided with transition documents. 

 Jen’s first topic was on the Brown Bag Lunches, which we had only one of last year. 

SIMSA wants to try them again this year, and we are encouraged by Sandra and JoAnn. We 

discussed a name-change for the event, and Ali suggest “Lunch and Learn.” Everyone agreed 

with this new name. Next we discussed topics for future Lunch and Learns. The highest priority 

is a session on ASL (Ali provided Jen with contact information for someone who may be able to 

do a session). Other Lunch and Learn topics discussed were Excel, law librarianship, special 

libraries, and children’s librarians. We then discussed what days these Lunch and Learns would 

work best in the upcoming year. It was suggested that Mondays in the fall term and Fridays in 

the winter term would be the best days. Jen suggested mixing a potlatch in with the Lunch and 

Learns, or doing pizza and pop for five dollars. Jen is going to look into whether we need to 

clear this with anyone. 

6. IWB Updates 

 Cassandra presented the updates for IWB. 

 She spoke about how the incoming chairs from last year have remained on the 

committee for this year. Cassandra and JP are the co-chairs and they’ve already had their first 

meeting. They are in the works of possibly getting a faculty advisor and are going to see Mike 

Smit to see if he is interested. February 12th has been confirmed as the date for IWB. The 

official topic for the conference will be decided on in June, but right now they are leaning on 

doing “Access”. The final decision will be made by a committee vote and then they will meet 

with the Dean. 

 Currently they are working on transitioning into their positions and working out budget 

issues. Cassandra says their biggest issues are the budget and figuring out where it comes from. 

As well, they are helping to secure the McGuinness Room for the booking and are hoping the 

SIMSA’s association status will allow them to get a discount for the room. Cassandra says their 

biggest priority this year is record-keeping and helping the new incoming-students joining the 

IWB committee to better transition into their positions 

 Their next meeting is scheduled for the end of June and they are going to meet once a 

month. They will begin recruiting people in September. Cassandra says that the committee 

really wants to make the conference a more friendly experience for people. They want to do 

this by allowing for more socialization time and making sure that people do not feel silo-d into 

different talks. They also want to promote the paper writing contest more this year, which they 

are hoping to do through DJIM. Cassandra says they can’t promise discounts this year due to 

the budget, and that the rumours last year about discounts were because that is how IWB used 

to be run. 



7. Communication Updates 

 Emma presented the communication updates for SIMSA. 

 She discussed the items in her transfer document from her predecessor, Alicia, and the 

responsibilities expected of her. SIMSA will meet once a month during the summer, with Emma 

figuring out a date that works for everyone before sending out the proposed agenda. In 

between then, SIMSA members are expected to check on Facebook for updates on different 

situations. Emma will be taking minutes during the meeting and then cleaning them up 

afterwards before sending a copy to all members to approve. 

 Emma brought up the issue of not being able to log into the SIMSA email account. She 

and Courtney have both encountered this issue. She has checked with IT to make sure no 

password change has occurred. Emma is waiting on a response from Alicia to confirm whether 

the password she was given was correct. 

 The next communication update was about ratification. As stated in her transition 

documents, Emma says that SIMSA will need to re-activate their club status by filling out a form 

for DAGS and presenting them with the updated constitution and their most recent bank form. 

Brian and Courtney are working on getting both of these. 

 In the fall, SIMSA will need to choose a representative from their committee, and from 

the First Years and the Second Years to sit in on meetings for the school.  

8. Digital Publications Updates 

 Colleen was absent, so therefore unable to provide updates. SIMSA did discuss that they 

wanted to add bios to the website. This will be explored further in the next meeting. 

9. Co-Chair Updates 

 Ali and Courtney presented the co-chair updates. 

 Ali expressed wanted to have a welcome dinner/hangout with the Incoming Reps once 

they were voted-in in the fall. This would make them feel more welcome and help us to get to 

know them. Jen suggested doing an Escape Room, as this would be a fun team-building 

exercise! The co-chairs want to have more events with faculty this year to help students bond 

with them. They also want to have events with other faculties, such as management and 

business. Ali and Courtney argued that this would get students from these faculties more 

comfortable with SIM students before doing Management Without Borders. The name “Rowe 

Mixer” was suggested for such an event. 

 Ali and Courtney also want to decorate the common room for more holidays and do 

some fundraisers. Fundraisers are probably more of a September thing to discuss, but SIMSA 

agreed that a couple things could be done over the summer. Ali brought up wanting to do the 

hoodies again this year, with some added designs for SIM’s 50th Anniversary. She also suggested 

maybe doing a mug with a SIM design. The products could be advertised to the alumni too. 

10. Other Business 

 All proposed items for this section were discussed in other sections. 



11. Ideas for SIMSA 2018-2019 

 All the SIMSA members discussed different things they wanted to do/see this year from 

our committee. One major thing was to be positive about events, such as orientation and IWB. 

If people see that the committee members are having fun, they will want to get involved more 

and will also have a good time. This also includes making new members to our committee feel 

welcome. 

 One thing we want to avoid this year is silo-ing the different groups. It is important that 

we improve communication and help each other out. This also means that SIMSA members will 

need to be flexible with what their role is. If anyone feels overwhelmed with a task, they should 

turn to their fellow committee member for aid. SIMSA agrees that they are willing to help out 

IWB with any issues they may have. 

 SIMSA also want to do informal Q&A sessions with the new students. Sandra mentioned 

contributing to the SIM blog, which would be a great way to create a Tips and Tricks section for 

students. We want to stress to new students how important it is to communicate with people 

and be social, whether in a networking, professional, or social situation. It is these skills which 

will make their experience with Dal better. 

12. Motion to end meeting 

 Meeting ended at 7:10pm.  

  

  

 


